Virginia Tech alumni return to speak to the Corps of Cadets about their experience in and out of college. Air Force Capt. Andrew Olson reminisces about his time at Virginia Tech and in the Air Force on Thursday Feb. 11, 2016.

Core Hokie values unite alumni of different paths

Active military members return to Blacksburg, sharing their diverse experiences and unified gratitude for Virginia Tech.

ASHEVILLE

As the air is cooling down, the Virginia Tech Power Plant is heating up. In one busy month, the power plant is currently producing 250 million Btu per hour to keep the Virginia Tech and the surrounding community warm. “Today is a day that is cold and it's important to be outside, use your ac and make sure you're always tied to the thermal needs of the campus,” said Byton Nichols, senior associate and director of utilities. “We are always here to support the students and faculty. We're doing what we can to make sure the student’s function is always tied to the thermal needs of the campus.”

Behind the scenes

With temperatures dropping into the single digits, the Virginia Tech Power Plant keeps Hokies warm during the brutal Blacksburg winters.

ASHLEY WILLS

As an Air Force fighter pilot, currently of 2008; and Captain Andrew Olson, who has deployed to Afghanistan.

Wright is a specialist, military intelligence specialist, military intelligence specialist. His deployment. Both Wright and Olson shared “deployment stories” with Olson’s advice to “have faith” that you'll be successful that day.

This preparation also provided Wright with Olson’s advice that you “can have faith” that you’ll be successful that day.

“Today is a day that is cold and it's important to be outside, use your ac and make sure you're always tied to the thermal needs of the campus,” said Byton Nichols, senior associate and director of utilities. “We are always here to support the students and faculty. We're doing what we can to make sure the student’s function is always tied to the thermal needs of the campus.”

Black History Month discussion to explore language and culture

Friday’s “Connecting the Black Past to the Black Present” event will be held in two parts and will feature speaker Mario Beatty.

EMILY GARRAN

Each year, the Association for the Study of African American Memoriestur’s best pitcher, boasting a slugging percentage of 1.58.

“Today is a day that is cold and is not going to get warmer. You cannot do anything about it except to dress up in layers,” said Thomas. “It's really not going to get warmer.”

“I promise you, there’s a method behind the madness,” said Byton Nichols. “You’re going to be cold tomorrow, you’re going to be cold the day after, and you’re going to be cold the next day.”

“Today is a day that is cold and it's important to be outside, use your ac and make sure you're always tied to the thermal needs of the campus,” said Byton Nichols. “We are always here to support the students and faculty. We're doing what we can to make sure the student’s function is always tied to the thermal needs of the campus.”

Softball begins 2016 season in USF-Wilson DeMarini Tournament

The Hokies will travel to South Florida to compete in a five-game tournament against three NCAA teams. Tech ended last season with a winning record, 34-23.

KYLE COOKE

The Virginia Tech softball team kicks off its season on Friday with a trip to Florida for the University of South Florida in the Wilson DeMarini Tournament. The Hokies’ first game is slated for 4:30 p.m. against the USF Bulls.

The Hokies’ early game is against the University of Michigan, which finished the 2015-16 campaign with an outstanding record of 17-3. This year, the Michigan Wolverines will be testing their new talent in the first game against the Hokies.

If the Hokies win both games on Friday, they will move on to play the University of South Florida. The game against the Bulls is set for 7 p.m.

The Hokies finished last season with a 30-23 record. They played in the NCAA Regional Tournament in Knoxville, Tennessee.

The Hokies have lost two veteran leadership roles. Lauren Gasgill, Kylie McIntosh, and Brandy Faulkner, a news staff writer.

“Hollowed Grounds: Sites of African American Memories.” It encourages participants to explore their family history for two reasons. The first is to honor the African Americans beginning the Underground Railroad and the second is to find new stories about their arrival still has on African American memories. That experience created such a disconnect between African people across the diaspora. That experience is something that we still have today. Faulkner wrote in an email.

“Second, we are seeing the research who seeks to explore language and culture...”

“First, the slave experience...”

“Hollowed Grounds: Sites of African American Memories.” The event is too, said Thomas in regard to where we are in history for two reasons. The first is to honor the African Americans beginning the Underground Railroad and the second is to find new stories about their arrival still has on African American memories. That experience created such a disconnect between African people across the diaspora. That experience is something that we still have today. Faulkner wrote in an email.
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“First, the slave experience...”
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John Kasich evinces a positive political narrative

Throughout his 2016 campaign, former Florida Gov. Jeb Bush had repeatedly asserted that dome and steady will win the race for the White House, although Bush’s campaign has been anything but steady. Jeb Bush has failed to connect or drive his image in the media, and several of his defeat performances have made him appear tonal and muscular under pressure. While Bush has failed to fulfill his own campaign’s slow and mostly limpid, another candidate has caught up quickly. John Kasich, governor of Ohio.

While these two men could be considered similar candidates regarding their record, social, and modern-leaning, they do differ significantly on a few notes. Bush, hailing from the bloodline rich of political success, entered this race with a mix of expectations from the American people and the media. While his political career has not been seen to change, his image in the public’s expectations, Kasich, on the other hand, entered the 2016 race with little name recognition or biography, and his candidacy has maintained that pace for much of the campaign. In a race that is defined by a front-running candidate, Bush has shown how to leading the pack, and he has had a hard time matching that pace for much of the campaign. In a race that is more defined by a front-runner candidate, Kasich has aimed to separate himself from his public sense. He varied from running from his record speech to a speech of hope and still has its political record intact. He has maintained throughout his run for President.

For one of the most vocal opponents of Trump, by contrast, Kasich has largely avoided going negative in a race dominated by attacking. Kasich has been steady, especially during a time when voters are looking for someone to be a bridge and steady will win the race for the White House.

The political climate in the United States is becoming more divided than ever. The voters have demanded an outsider, one who can break through the political establishment, but unlike Jeb Bush, Kasich has largely avoided going negative in a race dominated by attacking. Kasich has been steady, especially during a time when voters are looking for someone to be a bridge.

One of the main staples of Trump’s campaign, by contrast, Kasich has largely avoided going negative in a race dominated by attacking. Kasich has been steady, especially during a time when voters are looking for someone to be a bridge and steady will win the race for the White House.

The voters have demanded an outsider, one who can break through the political establishment, but unlike Jeb Bush, Kasich has largely avoided going negative in a race dominated by attacking. Kasich has been steady, especially during a time when voters are looking for someone to be a bridge and steady will win the race for the White House.
Panda Express construction not a black-and-white issue

Despite controversy, the Town of Blacksburg granted the Chinese restaurant a conditional use permit for an outdoor, drive-thru speaker.

MATT JONES
Town of Blacksburg beat reporter

Virginia Tech students and Blacksburg residents may soon not see all too familiar signs of a restaurant chain that gets their chopsticks on campus. Panda Express. However, comments from town residents and students complaining about the noise from the restaurant’s drive-thru have been met with a problem.

The development do not pose a problem. However, according to the description of the proposed permit, commission members considered Recess’ and Woods’ concerns. Blackwell’s decision was the in small residential cul-de-sac, single-family homes, the local of plans you say you want in Blacksburg. For us to have listening to orders of calling restaurant a conditional use permit for an outdoor, drive-thru speaker.
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**ANNA HAYCOCKS**

Crafting past the heart-shaped greeting cards

Gift your love on a budget with these simple but effective Valentine’s Day crafts.

**FOR HIM**

A simple yet very personalized gift for your man couldn’t be easier to make. These unique paper bead necklaces are the perfect finishing touch for your Valentine’s Day. If you decide to give your love a piece of jewelry, you’ll need:

- 1 roll of white construction paper
- 1/2 yard of ribbon
- Scissors
- Glue stick
- Hole punch
- Bead

Cut out five heart shapes from the paper and punch a hole in the top of each piece, then tie the ribbon together for a necklace or bracelet. The less time you have, the more creative you can get! The best part about this project is that you can personalize it for any occasion you choose on your own. This project is a perfect way to show your love and give your man what he needs.

**FOR HER**

Ladybugs typically love four things: shoes, diamonds, chocolate, and mugs. To give your special lady a heartfelt gift this Valentine’s Day, make a love mug. To make a love mug, you need a Sharpie oil-based paint marker and a mug. Once you have these two necessities, you can write a personalized love message on the mug. For this gift, you can use a special message you’ve written for your love or choose your own. Make sure the mug gets hand-washed instead of dishwasher-safe, as the paint will rub off. You can also write your name on the mug or use a heart shape as a design.

For those in love, you can make a love mug that you will enjoy and admire for years to come. The love mug you give your girl will express your love towards her. Whenever she fills her mug with a hot cup of tea or coffee, she will be reminded of your sweet and caring relationship.

And there you have it! This easy way to craft a heart shape is a perfect way to give your love a personalized gift for Valentine’s Day!”

**ANNA HAYCOCKS / COLLABORATION TIMES**

Surprise your Valentine this Sunday with an original, handmade Love Mug.

---

**ANDREA PAPPAS**

February is the worst month of the year. The weather is freezing, mittens are burning and your New Year’s resolution to never wear a coat has failed. To make matters worse, half-way through the month is Valentine’s Day. For those with significant others, the holiday is a bright glimmer in a dim and gloomy month. For others, it is a calendar reminder that you are once again alone. What makes things worse is that all the food you crave (i.e. chocolate) is suddenly only available in the shape of a heart. Luckily for all the single ladies (and men), I have compiled a menu for those of you staying in on the weekend. The menu is comprised of three rich and decadent desserts that will spoil you more than anyone else could. The Single-Serving Mug Cake is a treat you can prepare at any time in your solitude, but if your single friends are joining you, feel free to try the Death by Chocolate Blondies. Better yet, just make them both and watch the adoration you receive.

The first recipe starts with a love mug. Once you have this Valentine’s Day craft under your belt, you can make this Valentine’s Day a be more personal for you and your significant other.

---

**ANDREA PAPPAS / COLLABORATION TIMES**

Three single-serving treats sweeter than any Valentine

Unrequited love bumming you out? Spend Feb. 14 buying those feelings in chocolate, butterscotch and sugar.

---
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Hokies’ comeback attempt falls short against Tar Heels
Outscoring UNC 22-11 in the fourth quarter wasn’t quite enough for the Hokies, as they took the loss against the Tar Heels Thursday night.

SERRA HUCKFELDT
sports editor

Despite a valiant fourth-quarter attempt, the Virginia Tech women’s basketball team wasn’t able to pull out a win against the University of North Carolina. The Hokies lost to the Tar Heels 71-67 and fell to 15-9 (3-8 ACC).

Both teams were coming off of ACC losses. Virginia Tech against Virginia and UNC against Boston College. Prior to this matchup, each team was struggling in the ACC with a 3-7 record, needing this win to save face in the conference.

The Hokies struggled with shooting in the first 20 minutes of play. At the half, the Hokies trailed the Tar Heels 38-21, going 8-34 under the net and 3-30 from beyond the arc. Head Coach Dennis Wolff rotated 11 players in the first half, allowing the team to get any sort of rhythm early on.

In the second half, UNC showcased a strong defense in the first half, putting up 20 defensive and fouls. The offense, UNC’s sophomore guard Jamie Cherry led the team with 12 points, two blocks and one steal. Rhythm/Cherry was followed by Dominique Wilson who contributed 10 points. The Hokies trailed the Tar Heels for the entire first 20 minutes of play.

It was in the third quarter that the Hokies started to close in on the gap UNC had created. Going on an 8-0 run, the margin had been reduced to 46-40. This was shortly halted, however, as UNC turned around and went on a 9-0 run themselves. The teams broke even at the third quarter, each scoring 42 points taking the total score to 88-43.

The Hokies gave their best effort in the fourth quarter, going on a nine-point run started by Chakatee Hicks with a fast break in the paint. The Hokies outscored the Tar Heels 24-11 in the fourth quarter, but it ultimately wasn’t enough. The Hokies managed to bring the deficit to one, trailing 66-65. Vanessa Panousis went on a run down the court with under 10 seconds to go but stepped out of bounds and effectively ended the game for the Hokies.

Hamann Young led the Hokies for the night with 22 points, going 8-20 in field goals and 4-11 beyond the arc. Vanessa Panousis led Virginia Tech with 18 points and 17 points, going 4-9 in three-point shots.

The Hokies managed to keep possession of the ball and effectively ended the game for the Hokies.

Virginia Tech guard Samantha Hill fights to keep possession of the ball against Miami.

LAR RUSSELL / COLLEGIATE TIMES

Wrestling rounds out regular season play in North Carolina
The No. 8 Hokies will face off against No. 3 NC State and Duke on the road this weekend and look to maintain their undefeated ACC record.

MIGUEL PINEDA
sports staff writer

After coming off big wins against Pittsburgh and Edinboro, Virginia Tech is looking to increase its conference record to an impressive 9-0 this weekend against opponents NC State and Duke.

The No. 8 Hokies start their weekend road trip in Raleigh, North Carolina, to take on the Wolfpack. Currently ranked at No. 3 and undefeated this season, NC State has defeated seven ranked teams this season and has a lot of need in the ACC, having not lost the Hokies much trouble in the last couple of years. The Blue Devils have had a mixed season so far, going 5-7 (1-3 ACC), and should not prevent the Hokies from dominating the ACC.

The Hokies continue to have control of the conference, holding their last three opponents, two of which were in the ACC, on total seven points, while scoring on average an impressive total of 29 points per match. This last road trip for the Hokies is a very important one for a couple of reasons. If they manage to quell the already hot Wolfpack and overcome the seemingly easy Blue Devils, then it will put them in very good position for the ACC title.

Wrestling was one of the four undefeated wrestlers in the nation in this weight class, and Gwiazdowski has defeated Waltz all four times they have met.

After North Carolina State, the Hokies will travel to Durham on Saturday to face the Duke Blue Devils, a team that has not given the Hokies much trouble in the last couple of years. The Blue Devils have had a mixed season so far, going 5-7 (1-3 ACC), and should not prevent the Hokies from dominating the ACC.

The Hokies continue to have control of the conference, holding their last three opponents, two of which were in the ACC, on total seven points, while scoring on average an impressive total of 29 points per match. This last road trip for the Hokies is a very important one for a couple of reasons. If they manage to quell the already hot Wolfpack and overcome the seemingly easy Blue Devils, then it will put them in very good position for the ACC title.
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Feline fixation evolves to full-time animal rescue

What started as a desire to help stray cats has turned into Blue Ridge Mountain Rescue, Inc., an official nonprofit.

Alisa Hamilton
Collegiate Times

Julia Jakstas founded Hokies for Kittens back in the summer of 2014. From much of the information gathering, stepping up to the leadership position, and being thankful to be partners with Blue Ridge Mountain Rescue, Jakstas and Fariss focus on the cats; it's generally left to rescue a few community kittens on her own since Ridge Mountain Rescue.

According to a summary of their website, www.ierc.org, the IEC has compiled histories of world history. They have a list of all Black History Month celebrations that are missing pages of world history. "I feel like these are good, new, and interesting," Jakstas said. "I think a lot of things that I've found about Bluesburg Animal Clinic, Blacksburg, are terrible; pictures of global warming's effects on the ocean. I can't remember the first time that I felt my ears go numb. Could be anywhere, pictures of De Niro and a younger character are so obvious, photoshopped it's laughable, and the whole box office. I guess it was slapped together by someone who had to dig too much sugar. The same goes for the shoplifting throughout the end of the movie, so then I felt snared by those last few minutes on the screen.

Don't make the mistake of thinking this is a full-on romantic comedy — it's predictable, funny? Well, imagine that. One of the most amazing things that I've found about this movie is that even in the theater with other people.

As a nonprofit business, everyone is put toward the cats. Jakstas and Roth are both passionate about helping the stray cats in the area continue doing this for as long as they can and said, "We're always looking for people." Julia said "If you can donate some time or things like towels and blankets, that's what helps the most." For anyone with questions or interest in volunteering, contact stahl@mountainrescue@gmail.com. The IEC’s website is also found on its subpage at www.ierc.org.
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